
The Noble Beast Dog Training

Puppy Class Week 2

Instructor: Jessica Fritschi LVT, CDBC, CPDT-KA

Contact: noblebeasttraining@gmail.com

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/noblebeastk9training/

Charging the Clicker

Name Game/Baby Recall Step 1

Leave-it

Behavior: Dog stops trying to get treat from a closed fist 
Verbal Cue: Leave-it 
It does not matter what position your dog is in. Pull out a food lure with one hand and show it to your

dog. Stick it right in front of her nose and let her lick it. Then, keeping your hand at nose level, close your

fist around it. She will most likely try to bite/paw at your hand to retrieve the treat. Be patient and keep

your hand still. As soon as she stops trying to get into your closed fist and her nose is at least ½ inch

away, mark and reward by DROPPING the treat on the ground.

Magic Mat Step 1

Handling Exercise: Teaching Restraint

Behavior: Dog is rewarded for having ears, legs and tail handled

Verbal Cue: Wait or Hold Still

You may hold a piece of food in front of your puppy’s nose to keep them focused and holding still. Do not

feed it to them until you have marked the handling exercise with the clicker. Once your puppy is focused

on the treat, gently lift or grasp one ear. Mark and reward. Then the other. Mark and reward. Then slide

your hand down your puppy’s neck/back to a leg. Lift the leg. Mark and reward. Repeat on all limbs.

Finally, slide your hand down your puppy’s back to their tail. Gently lift the tail. Mark and reward.

Problem Prevention: House Training (Potty Training)

Like most puppy behaviors, house training requires time, patience, and most importantly - consistency!

Follow these guidelines to

● Take puppy out at regular intervals (a new puppy who has no idea where they are supposed to

potty might start at 45 min intervals)

● Increase time intervals by 15 minutes as the puppy goes 24 hrs or more without having an

accident

● Reward puppy outside with a yummy treat right after they finish posturing. Yes, this means you

need to goutside with them, every time.

● If you cannot provide your puppy with direct supervision (you need to shower/work on the

computer/do anything besides give your full attention to your puppy), then confine them to an

exercise pen or their crate.

● Block off rooms or levels of the house with baby gates so they cannot wander away and go in

another room without your knowledge.
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● If your puppy has an accident and you catch them in the act - say oops! Or no! (Interrupt the

behavior but try not to scare the dog) then pick them up and take them outside.

● If you find an accident after your puppy has gone - there is not much you can do besides clean it

up. At this point, cognitively, your puppy would not understand why you are upset. Typically too

much time has passed. Bringing the puppy back to their accident to scold them only confuses

the dog and damages your relationship!

● Do not yell or holler at the puppy if they have an accident - the only thing this teaches the puppy

is that it is scary to go in front of you - this creates a puppy who seeks another room to go potty

in because they are nervous to go in front of the person who scolded them.


